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Spatial and null infinity via advanced and retarded conformal factors

Sean A. Hayward*
Department of Science Education, Ewha Womans University, Seodaemun-gu, Seoul 120-750, Korea

~Received 31 July 2003; published 17 November 2003!

A new approach to space-time asymptotics is presented, refining Penrose’s idea of conformal transforma-
tions with infinity represented by the conformal boundary of space-time. It is proposed that the Penrose
conformal factor be a product ofadvanced and retarded conformal factors, which asymptotically relate physi-
cal and conformal null coordinates and vanish at future and past null infinity respectively. A refined definition
of asymptotic flatness at both spatial and null infinity is given, including that the conformal boundary is locally
a light cone, with spatial infinity as the vertex. It is shown how to choose the conformal factors so that this
asymptotic light cone is locally a metric light cone. The theory is implemented in the spin-coefficient~or
null-tetrad! formalism by a joint transformation of the spin-metric and spin-basis~or metric and tetrad!.
Asymptotic regularity conditions are proposed, based on the conformal boundary locally being a smoothly
embedded metric light cone. These conditions ensure that the Bondi-Sachs energy-flux integrals of ingoing and
outgoing gravitational radiation decay at spatial infinity such that the total radiated energy is finite, and that the
Bondi-Sachs energy-momentum has a unique limit at spatial infinity, coinciding with the uniquely rendered
ADM energy-momentum.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.68.104015 PACS number~s!: 04.20.Ha, 04.20.Gz, 04.30.Nk
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I. INTRODUCTION

Space-time asymptotics, the study of isolated grav
tional systems at large distances, is one of the theore
pillars of general relativity, whereby one can define phy
cally important quantities which are difficult to capture
general, such as gravitational radiation, the energy flux
gravitational radiation and the active gravitational ma
energy of the system. The discovery of the Bondi-Sa
energy-loss equation@1–3#, relating the change in total mas
energy to the energy flux of outgoing gravitational radiatio
just as for electromagnetic radiation, marked a transit
from an epoch where some argued that Einstein’s orig
prediction of gravitational radiation rested on mathemati
artifacts, to the present epoch where there is significant
vestment in expectations of detecting gravitational radiat
from astrophysical sources.

The early work on space-time asymptotics was brillian
reformulated by Penrose@4,5#, who realized how to handle
infinite distances and times in a mathematically finite w
The space-time metric is mapped to a multiple of itself,
factor tending to zero in such a way that the new metric
finite and well behaved at the physical space-time infin
The mapping is described as conformal since it prese
space-time angles and therefore causal relations, w
changing distances and durations. In the conformal pict
infinity becomes a finite boundary where one can derive
act formulas, encapsulating physical laws which were oth
wise approximate or limiting.

Penrose’s conformal theory rapidly became the stand
framework for space-time asymptotics at null~lightlike! in-
finity, and was quite thoroughly implemented using the sp
coefficient or null-tetrad formalism@5–9#. However, it does
not cover spatial infinity, described initially by the Arnowit
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Deser-Misner~ADM ! method@10# and by a spatial version
of Penrose’s method by Geroch@11#. The essential problem
is to describe spatial and null infinity in a unified way. As
tekar and co-workers@12–14# proposed and investigate
such a definition, realizing that spatial infinity is generally
directional singularity of the conformal metric. Howeve
there still seems to be no practical calculational formalis
Some physically important issues are whether the grav
tional radiation decays near spatial infinity such that
Bondi-Sachs energy exists and coincides with the ADM
ergy at spatial infinity, and whether initial data on an asym
totically flat spatial hypersurface~or past null infinity! deter-
mines final data at future null infinity. For a more rece
perspective, see e.g. Friedrich@15#.

This article presents a quite simple, natural unification
spatial and null infinity, based on a reexamination of Pe
rose’s original insights. The key new idea is that Penros
conformal factor should be a product of advanced and
tarded conformal factors, which do the work of the confo
mal factor at future and past null infinity respectively, whi
cooperating at spatial infinity so that it is the vertex of a lig
cone, generating null infinity. These factors, squared, diff
entially relate physical and conformal null coordinates n
the respective null infinity, up to the relevant coordinate fre
dom.

The basic idea is most easily apprehended in examp
described in Sec. II. Section III gives a definition
asymptotic flatness intended to encapsulate the new re
ments, and shows that conformal infinity is locally a met
light cone, thereby determining standard coordinates. Sec
IV shows how to implement the theory in the spin-coefficie
~or null-tetrad! formalism, using a simple joint transforma
tion of the spin-metric and spin-basis~or metric and null
tetrad!. Section V identifies appropriate expansion para
eters and proposes asymptotic regularity conditions at b
null and spatial infinity, based on the asymptotic light co
being smoothly embedded. Section VI uses the Hawk
©2003 The American Physical Society15-1
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quasilocal energy@16# to study the Bondi-Sachs energy flu
~of ingoing and outgoing gravitational radiation! and total
energy at both null and spatial infinity, and the ADM energ
Section VII concludes.

II. ADVANCED AND RETARDED CONFORMAL FACTORS

For flat space-time, the line element may be written a

ds25r 2dS21dr22dt2 ~1!

wheredS2 is a line element for the unit sphere. In terms
dual-null ~or characteristic! coordinates

2j65t6r ~2!

it becomes

ds25~j12j2!2dS224dj1dj2. ~3!

To approach infinity, the physical null coordinatesj6 are
transformed to conformal null coordinatesc6 by

j65tanc6. ~4!

This describes stereographic projection, used to map
Earth on flat paper: if one projects from the north pole o
unit sphere onto the equatorial plane, withc the angle from
the vertical, thenj5tanc is the distance from the center o
a point in the plane. Thus the infinite plane is mapped i
the compact sphere, with the north pole representing infin
the sphere describes the whole plane, plus its infinity. T
formula also occurs in complex analysis as a way of us
the Riemann sphere to represent the Argand plane, pl
point at infinity.

The novel point concerns the derivatives occurring in
null coordinate transformations,

~v6!25
dc6

dj6
5cos2c6 ~5!

which vanish at the relevant infinity. The line element writt
in c6 coordinates therefore contains a ter
4dc1dc2/(v1v2)2. To obtain a metric which is regular a
infinity, one can multiply by the discrepancy, the square

V5v1v2. ~6!

Then

V2ds25sin2~c12c2!dS224dc1dc2. ~7!

A final transformation

2c65t7r ~8!

puts this in the form

V2ds25sin2rdS21dr22dt2 ~9!

which is the standard line element of the Einstein static u
verse, a metricS33R. The physical space-time metricg has
been mapped to the conformal metricV2g and the physical
10401
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space-time manifold has been mapped to the conformal
ordinate rangec6P(2p/2,p/2). Thus physical infinity has
been mapped to the boundary of this region. This conform
boundary consists of two null hypersurfaces connected
three points: future null infinity I1, c15p/2, c2

P(2p/2,p/2); past null infinity I2, c252p/2, c1

P(2p/2,p/2); future temporal infinityi 1, c15c25p/2;
past temporal infinityi 2, c15c252p/2; and spatial in-
finity i 0, c152c256p/2. The two null hypersurfaces lo
cally have the structure of light cones, with the three poi
each being vertices. This initially bizarre sixties spacew
led Penrose@4,5# to the definition of conformal infinity as
essentiallyV50, ¹VÞ0, the physical metricg admitting a
well behaved conformal metricV2g, V being called the
conformal factor.

Nevertheless, there is more structure here. First, spa
infinity is the vertex of a conformal light cone consisting
null infinity. Secondly,I6 are given byv650, v7Þ0,
with v15v250 at spatial infinity. Clearly there is mor
information in the subfactorsv6 than in the Penrose facto
V alone. This structure will be used to refine Penrose’s d
nition of asymptotic flatness. Henceforthv1 andv2 will be
called theadvanced and retarded conformal factorsrespec-
tively.

As a second example, the Schwarzschild space-time w
massM in standard coordinates is

ds25r 2dS21~122M /r !21dr22~122M /r !dt2. ~10!

This can be written in dual-null coordinates

2j65t6r * ~11!

where

r * 5r 12M ln~r 22M ! ~12!

rescalesr such thatdr/dr* 5122M /r . Then

ds25r 2dS22~122M /r !4dj1dj2 ~13!

where r is implicitly determined as a function ofr * 5j1

2j2. As before, the physical null coordinatesj6 may be
transformed to conformal null coordinatesc6 by, for in-
stance, simple inversion:

j6521/c6. ~14!

This is valid only in a neighborhood of spatial infinity, but
simple enough to constitute a local canonical transformat
The derivatives occurring in the null coordinate transform
tions are

~v6!25
dc6

dj6
5~c6!2 ~15!

and one can fixv657c6 so thatv6.0 in the physical
space-time,j6 andc6 being future-pointing. As before, th
metric in c6 coordinates can be regularized by multiplyin
by the square ofV5v1v2. Then
5-2
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V2ds25~c1c2r !2dS224~122M /r !dc1dc2. ~16!

Transforming as before by Eq.~8! puts this in the form

V2ds25~rr /r * !2dS21~122M /r !~dr22dt2!. ~17!

Sincer * /r→1 asr→`, the conformal metric becomes fla
at infinity, with r playing the role of conformal radius:

V2ds2→r2dS21dr22dt2. ~18!

Thus infinity consists of a locally metric light cone wit
spatial infinity as the vertex.

Space-time has been turned inside out: spatial infinity
become a point and the physical space-time lies outside
light cone, as depicted in Fig. 1. In more detail, the origin
region j1.0, j2,0 has been mapped toc1,0, c2.0,
or v6.0. The conformal boundary again locally consists
I6, where v650, v7Þ0, and spatial infinityi 0, where
v15v250. The caseM50 was not excluded, so this als
provides a conformal transformation of flat space-time s
that infinity is locally a metric light cone at spatial infinity
The key points are the identification of the advanced a
retarded conformal factorsv6 as differentially relating
physical and conformal null coordinates, and their behav
at null and spatial infinity.

III. THE LIGHT CONE AT INFINITY

The above insights are now converted into a definition
asymptotic flatness at both null and spatial infinity. In th
section alone,g will be used for the conformal metric andg̃

+

+ = 0

 = 0

+ = ω  = 0

ω

ω

ω

ω

ω

–

–

–

FIG. 1. The light cone at infinity, depicting the advanced a
retarded conformal factorsv6. The physical space-time (v1.0,
v2.0) lies outside this asymptotic light cone. Radiation prop
gates in from past null infinityI2 (v250) and out to future null
infinity I1 (v150). Spatial infinityi 0 (v15v250) is the ver-
tex. For nonzero total mass, beware the singularity beyond infin
10401
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for the physical metric. Quantities without tildes, e.g.¹,
similarly refer to the conformal metric.

In this article, a space-time (M̃ ,g̃) will be said to be as-
ymptotically flat if the following conditions hold.~i! There
exists a space-time (M ,g) with boundaryI5]M and func-
tions v6.0 on M̃ such that M5M̃øI and g

5(v1v2)2g̃ in M̃ . ~ii ! I is locally a light cone with respec
to g, with vertex denoted byi 0 and future and past ope
cones denoted byI1 andI2 respectively.~iii ! v650, v7

Þ0, ¹v6Þ0 on I6, and g21(¹v1,¹v2)Þ0 on I. ~iv!
(g,v6) are Ck on M2 i 0, with k53 sufficing for the pur-
poses of this article. Differentiability ati 0 is deferred to
Sec. V.

One may callI5I1øI2ø i 0 ~locally! the asymptotic
light cone, or more prosaically, thelight cone at infinity@12#.
The definition can be easily seen to recover the basic co
tions of Penrose’s definition of asymptotic simplicity@4,5#,
namelyV50 and¹VÞ0 onI6, with the Penrose factorV
as before Eq.~6!. The causal restriction on~plain or weak!
asymptotic simplicity has been replaced with the light-co
condition. Note by continuity thatv15v250 at i 0. The
differentiability conditions at spatial infinity are notorious
awkward: if g is C1 then the total~ADM ! energy vanishes
while if g is only C0, the total energy is generally ill-define
@12–14#. Readers unable to proceed otherwise can provis
ally assume the Ashtekar-Hansen differentiability conditio
at i 0. Essentially, a nonzero mass forces radial derivative
the conformal metric to be discontinuous at spatial infini
even for the Schwarzschild metric, while angular derivativ
should be much smoother. A geometrical way to underst
this stems from the fact that the positive-mass Schwarzsc
space-time can be conformally extended throughI6 to
smoothly include a negative-mass Schwarzschild space-
whose (I7,i 7) coincide with the physical (I6,i 0) @5#. Since
the negative-mass Schwarzschild space-time has a n
curvature singularity extending from itsi 2 to i 1, this singu-
larity beyond infinity~Fig. 1! piercing physicali 0 can be
understood as forcing spatial infinity to be a directional s
gularity of the conformal metric.

The analysis of Geroch@11# for I6, summarized togethe
with the Ashtekar-Hansen analysis by Wald@17#, can be
taken as a guide to the following refinements. First, the d
nition allows considerable gauge freedom in the conform
factorsv6, namelyv6°a6v6 for any Ck functionsa6

.0 on M2 i 0. This gauge freedom allows the conform
metric of I to be locally fixed as that of a metric cone, a
follows. The starting point is a standard expression for
physical Ricci tensorR̃ in terms of the conformal Ricci ten
sor R:

VR̃5VR12¹ ^ ¹V1„¹2V23V21g21~¹V,¹V!…g.

~19!

Applying either the vacuum Einstein equationR̃50 or the
full Einstein equation with suitable falloff of the matte
fields, one sees thatV21g21(¹V,¹V) is smooth (Ck22) at
I6 and therefore that¹V is null there. Further, expanding

-

y.
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g21~¹V,¹V!

V
52g21~¹v1,¹v2!1

v2

v1
g21~¹v1,¹v1!

1
v1

v2
g21~¹v2,¹v2! ~20!

and using the above definition, one finds th
(v7/v6)g21(¹v6,¹v6) are smooth atI6 and therefore
that the 1-forms

n6562¹v6 ~21!

are null atI6, where the signs are chosen so that the vec
g21(n6) are future pointing, taking the choicev6.0 in M̃
and the (2111) metric convention. The gauge freedo
v6°a6v6 can then be used to setg21(¹v6,¹v6)/v6

50 onI6, by an argument given by Geroch forV. This still
leavesv7 free onI6. The normalization condition, which
now readsg21(¹v1,¹v2).0 onI, expresses that the hy
persurfaces of constantv6 intersectI6 transversely; then
the gauge freedom allows one to choose them to interse
a null direction,g21(¹v7,¹v7)50 on I6. Thus we have
two independent null directionsg21(n6) at I1 andI2. The
local null rescaling freedom of a null hypersurface can th
be used to further adjustv7 on I6 so that the null directions
are relatively normalized:g21(¹v1,¹v2)51/2 onI6. All
the above conditions extend toi 0 by continuity. Using' to
denote equality onI in a neighborhood ofi 0, the gauge
conditions are

g21~¹v6,¹v6!/v6'0 ~22!

g21~¹v1,¹v2!'1/2. ~23!

Together they imply that

g21~¹V,¹V!/V'1 ~24!

which shows thatV is spatial in a neighborhood ofI. The
gauge condition usually chosen forI1 is that this quantity
vanishes.

Taking the trace and rearranging, the curvature rela
~19! then implies

2¹ ^ ¹V'g ~25!

which again differs from the usual relation¹ ^ ¹V50 on
I1, which would imply thatI1 be a metric cylinder. Instead
it implies thatI is a metric cone, as follows. First note th
there are now preferred spatial sections ofI6, given by con-
stantv7. Expanding the above relation,

g'2v1¹ ^ ¹v212v2¹ ^ ¹v114¹v1
^ ¹v2.

~26!

The last term gives the part of the metric normal to the s
tial sections ofI, while the first two terms are related to th
expansionsu7 and shearss7 of I6 by '2¹ ^ n65u7h
1s7 onI6, whereh is the metric of the spatial sections an
' denotes projection byh. Since
10401
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g'h14¹v1
^ ¹v2 ~27!

one reads offu7562/v7, s750 on I6. However, this
describes a metric light cone, as follows. The flat metric

ds25r2dS21dr22dt2 ~28!

in dual-null coordinates~8! is

ds25~c22c1!2dS224dc1dc2 ~29!

where the signs ofc6 have been chosen so that they a
future pointing. Thens750 and u752]7r/r52/c7 on
I6. Since the expansions and shears, including vertex c
ditions, characterize the intrinsic geometry of the light co
this identifies the conformal metric with the flat metric atI if

c6'7v6. ~30!

In general,c6 can be taken as null coordinates with th
gauge choice atI. In summary, the conformal metric atI has
been locally fixed as that of a metric light cone.

IV. FORMALISMS

The most developed implementation of conformal infin
involves the spin-coefficient formalism, also due to Penro
and co-workers@6,8#, which provides the most elegant fo
mulation of various issues such as the Sachs ‘‘peeling’’ of
gravitational field nearI1 @3–5#. Henceforth this formalism
is employed, though the null-tetrad formalism suffices
most purposes.

Henceforth equation numbers in triples will indicate equ
tions in Penrose and Rindler@5#. The basic geometrical ob
ject is a 2-form« ~2.5.2! acting on complex 2-spinors~spin-
vectors!, here called thespin-metric. It can be regarded as
square root of the metric, which is expressed as a di
productg5«+ «̄, ~3.1.9!. An ordered pair of nonparallel spin
vectors (o,i) is here called aspin-basis. Expressing vectors
as spin-vector dyads, this defines a null tetrad, a vector b
~3.1.14!:

~ l ,m,m̄,l 8!5~oō,o ī ,iō,i ī !. ~31!

In terms of the complex normalization factor~2.5.46!

x5«~o,i ! ~32!

one findsg( l ,l 8)52g(m,m̄)5xx̄. Here the metric conven
tion has switched to (1222). Some conventional factor
of A2 are also entailed compared to the previous sectio
e.g. physical null coordinates (j,j8)5A2(j1,j2) and con-
formal null coordinates (c,c8)5A2(c1,c2).

The inverse metric can be written

g215
2

xx̄
~ l ^ l 82m^ m̄! ~33!

where ^ denotes the symmetric tensor product. The d
basis of 1-forms~4.13.32! will be denoted by
5-4
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~n,w,w̄,n8!5g~ l 8,2m̄,2m,l ! ~34!

so that n( l )5w(m)5w̄(m̄)5n8( l 8)51. Then the metric
can be written

g52xx̄~n^ n82w^ w̄!. ~35!

The tetrad covariant derivative operators~4.5.23! are denoted
by

~D,d,d8,D8!5~¹l ,¹m ,¹m̄ ,¹l 8!. ~36!

The complex spin-coefficients (k,s,r,t,«,b,a,g) and
(k8,s8,r8,t8,«8,b8,a8,g8) encode the Ricci rotation coef
ficients and can be defined by~4.5.26–27! as

D~o,i !5~«o2ki,g8i2t8o! ~37!

d~o,i !5~bo2si,a8i2r8o! ~38!

d8~o,i !5~ao2ri,b8i2s8o! ~39!

D8~o,i !5~go2ti,«8i2k8o!. ~40!

Other notation will be taken as in Penrose and Rindler@5#.
It is convenient to choose null coordinates (j,j8) such

that (n,n8)5(dj,dj8), which implies the dual-null gauge
conditions@18#

05k5r2 r̄5«1 «̄5t2ā2b ~41!

05k85r82 r̄85«81 «̄85t82ā82b8. ~42!

It is also convenient to use Penrose’s complex stereogra
coordinate~1.2.10!

z5eif cot~u/2! ~43!

where (u,f) are standard spherical polar coordinates. Th
(w,w̄)5(dz̄/P,dz/ P̄), ~4.14.29!, where~4.14.31!

P5dz̄. ~44!

In summary, we have preferred coordinates (j,z,z̄,j8) such
that the 1-form basis is

~n,w,w̄,n8!5~dj,dz̄/P,dz/ P̄,dj8!. ~45!

The above quantities will refer to the physical metricg and
corresponding quantities for the conformal metricĝ will be
denoted by hats.

The physical coordinates are now to be transformed
conformal coordinates (c,z,z̄,c8), such that the angular co
ordinates ẑ5z are preserved, while the null coordinat
transform to (ĵ,ĵ8)5„c(j),c8(j8)…, with derivatives

~v2,v82!5S dc

dj
,
dc8

dj8
D . ~46!
10401
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Takingj as an advanced~outgoing! null coordinate andj8 as
a retarded~ingoing! null coordinate, this means thatv and
v8 are the advanced and retarded conformal factors res
tively, assumed positive in the space-time. For the canon
example of inversion, (c,c8)5(22/j,22/j8) with the cur-
rent convention, yielding (v,v8)5(2c,c8)/A2. The Pen-
rose conformal factor isV5vv8. The physical spin-metric
« is correspondingly transformed to the conformal sp
metric

«̂5vv8« ~47!

and the physical metricg to the conformal metricĝ5 «̂+«C :

ĝ5~vv8!2g. ~48!

By comparing the explicit forms

g52uxu2S dj ^ dj82
dz ^ dz̄

uPu2
D ~49!

ĝ52ux̂u2S dc ^ dc82
dz ^ dz̄

uP̂u2
D ~50!

one reads off

x̂5x ~51!

P̂5P/vv8. ~52!

Then the conformal 1-form basis is related to the physi
1-form basis by

~ n̂,ŵ,wC ,n̂8!5~v2n,vv8w,vv8w̄,v82n8!. ~53!

Sinceĝ215g21/(vv8)2, the physical null tetrad

~ l ,m,m̄,l 8!5g21~n8,2w̄,2w,n! ~54!

and the conformal null tetrad are then related by

~ l̂ ,m̂,mC , l̂ 8!5S l

v2
,

m

vv8
,

m̄

vv8
,

l 8

v82D . ~55!

Remarkably, this is just the behavior of the null tetrad und
a transformation of spin-basis (o,i) to

~ ô, î !5~o/v,i/v8!. ~56!

Such transformations (o,i)°(lo,l8i), with (l,l8) gener-
ally complex,~4.12.2!, led to the concept of weighted scala
~4.12.9! and the compacted spin-coefficient formalism@8#. In
summary, it has been shown thatthe desired conforma
transformation is given by a simultaneous transformation
the spin-metric and spin-basis, Eqs.~47! and ~56!. This can
be so without the conformal factors (v,v8) exactly relating
physical and conformal null coordinates as above, due to
considerable freedom in the conformal factors.
5-5
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The physical and conformal tetrad derivative operat
are related by

~D̂,d̂,d̂8,D̂8!5S D

v2
,

d

vv8
,

d8

vv8
,

D8

v82D . ~57!

The relations between the weighted spin-coefficients are
tained straightforwardly from~5.6.15! as

k̂5kv8/v3 ~58!

ŝ5s/v2 ~59!

r̂5~r2D logvv8!/v2 ~60!

t̂5~t2d logvv8!/vv8 ~61!

t̂85~t82d8logvv8!/vv8 ~62!

r̂85~r82D8logvv8!/v82 ~63!

ŝ85s8/v82 ~64!

k̂85k8v/v83. ~65!

They are much simpler than the expressions~5.6.25! or
~5.6.27! used previously to describe conformal transform
tions, due to the separation of the Penrose conformal fa
into advanced and retarded conformal factors. The com
nents~4.11.6! of the conformally invariant Weyl curvatur
spinorC5Ĉ ~4.6.35! transform even more simply as

Ĉ05C0 /v4 ~66!

Ĉ15C1 /v3v8 ~67!

Ĉ25C2 /v2v82 ~68!

Ĉ35C3 /vv83 ~69!

Ĉ45C4 /v84. ~70!

One can also generalize the concept ofconformal density
~5.6.32! to a quantityh which transforms as

ĥ5h/vkv8k8 ~71!

where$k,k8% is theconformal weight, with signs chosen for
convenience. Then the shears (s,s8) have conformal
weights$2,0% and$0,2% respectively. Alsot2 t̄8 has confor-
mal weight$1,1%. Generallyt1 t̄8 is not a conformal den-
sity, but it is so in the dual-null gauge~41!–~42!, which
yields @18#

t1 t̄85d logxx̄. ~72!

Then (t,t8) both have conformal weight$1,1%.
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It should also be remarked that this implementation c
be achieved purely in the null-tetrad formalism, without ev
mentioning spinors. For instance, the weighted sp
coefficients can be expressed as~4.5.22!. The components of
the Weyl and Ricci spinors can also be expressed in term
the null tetrad~4.11.9–10!, as can the weighted derivativ
operators (þ,ð,Z8,þ8) ~4.12.15! acting on tensors, and con
sequently all of the compacted spin-coefficient equatio
~4.12.32!. The only spinorial remnant is the phase ofx,
which does not enter tensorial expressions. In this pur
tensorial view,the desired conformal transformation is give
by a simultaneous transformation of the metric and null t
rad, Eqs.~48! and ~55!.

V. ASYMPTOTIC REGULARITY

It is now possible to investigate the asymptotic behav
of the space-time near both spatial and null infinity. While
detailed set of asymptotic expansions is not derived in
present article, a leading-order analysis suffices to de
some key results.

Fixing the null coordinates (c1,c2)5(c,c8)/A2 on I
as in Sec. III so that it is locally a metric light cone, th
conformal metric spheres are propagated intoM by the vec-
tors (l̂ , l̂ 8), forming a preferred two-parameter family o
transverse spatial surfaces, close to metric spheres,
neighborhood ofI. It is also convenient to fix the conforma
freedom by

~v,v8!5~2c,c8!/A2 ~73!

so that the advanced and retarded conformal factors th
selves can be used as conformal null coordinates, an
expansion parameters near (I1,I2) respectively. For expan
sions near both spatial and null infinity, a useful combinat
is

u5
vv8

v1v8
. ~74!

This parameter has the properties of being linear in spa
linear combinations of (v,v8) neari 0, with u;v at I1 and
u;v8 at I2, and that the constant-u hypersurfaces are hy
perboloids wrapping the asymptotic light cone. The exp
sion parameteru is also asymptotically the inverse radius 1r
of the transverse surfaces, as follows. This in turn impl
v;1/r at I1 andv8;1/r at I2.

Inspecting the form of the metric~49!, a radius function
can be defined by

r 5uxuuP0u/uPu ~75!

where~4.15.116!

P05~zz̄11!/A2 ~76!

refers to the unit sphere. The conformal radius

r̂ 5ux̂uuP0u/uP̂u ~77!
5-6
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is then related by Eqs.~51!, ~52! as

r̂ 5vv8r . ~78!

However, for the metric spheres atI this is justr of Secs. II
and III,

r̂'v1v8 ~79!

and so one finds

u;1/r . ~80!

Here and henceforth,a;b meansa/b'1, i.e. they have the
same leading-order asymptotic behavior atI. When consid-
ering spatial or null infinity separately, one can always usu
as the sole expansion parameter, remembering that (v,v8)
count as„u,O(1)… at I1, „O(1),u… at I2 and„O(u),O(u)…
at i 0 from spatial directions. When treating the whole ofI, it
is convenient to use all three expansion parameters explic

Now one wishes to develop asymptotic expansions v
near both spatial and null infinity. In the usual treatment
null infinity, one can derive the asymptotic expansions fro
the definition of asymptotic simplicity@5#. In the current
context, this is not so, since the differentiability ati 0 was
deliberately left open. This issue will now be examined
terms of the spin-coefficients.

Using Eq.~57!, it is straightforward to calculate the usef
expressions

D̂~v,v8,u!5~21,0,2u2/v2!/A2 ~81!

D̂8~v,v8,u!5~0,1,u2/v82!/A2 ~82!

D~v,v8,u!5~2v2,0,2u2!/A2 ~83!

D8~v,v8,u!5~0,v82,u2!/A2. ~84!

With the asymptotic gauge choice

x'1 ~85!

the conformal convergences are found as

r̂52
D̂ r̂

r̂
;1/A2~v1v8! ~86!

r̂852
D̂8 r̂

r̂
;21/A2~v1v8!. ~87!

Putting these results together and using the spin-coeffic
transformations ~58!–~65!, the physical convergence
are straightforwardly calculated to have the leading-or
behavior

r;2u/A2 ~88!

r8;u/A2 ~89!
10401
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which agree with standard expressions atI1 @5,7,9#, but with
a symmetric relative normalization of the null tetrad.

For the remaining weighted spin-coefficients, which a
all conformal densities in the dual-null gauge~41!,~42!, one
can apply the generalized peeling theorem~9.7.4!. In the
current context, this shows that a scalar conformal densith
of weight $k,k8% satisfies h5O(vk) at I1 and h
5O(v8k8) at I2. This constrains the possible asympto
behavior atI6 but does not determine it, nor the behavior
i 0. It is tempting to conjecture the minimal asymptotic b
haviorh5O(vkv8k8) for the whole ofI, which turns out to
be consistent with the following.

In any case, asymptotic behavior of the conformal sp
coefficients is more precisely determined by geometrical
guments, essentially concerning the intrinsic and extrin
curvature of a smoothly embedded metric light cone. T
has already been done above for the conformal converge
~86!,~87!. For the conformal shears, which vanish at the
spective null infinity, as shown in Sec. III or as~9.6.28!, this
suggestsŝ85O(v) at I1. On the other hand, there is n
reason forŝ8 to vanish atI2 or i 0, though it should be
finite. With corresponding conditions forŝ, assuming depen
dence on integral powers of (v,v8,u) uniquely yields

ŝ5O~u/v! ~90!

ŝ85O~u/v8!. ~91!

To be more precise, a functionf (v,v8,u,f) is said to be
regular at I if its limits at I1 (v→0) and I2 (v8→0)
exist, together with the limits

f 0~u,f!5 lim
v→0

f ~v,0,u,f!5 lim
v8→0

f ~0,v8,u,f!. ~92!

To economize on notation,a5O(b) applied atI is here and
henceforth taken to mean thata/b tends to a function regula
at I. This allows the limits ati 0 to depend on the angula
direction, as is necessary e.g. forC2 /u3 in the Kerr solution
@12#.

For (t̂,t̂8), one can use the geometrical interpretation
t̂2tC 8 as the conformal twist of the dual-null foliation, mea
suring the lack of commutativity of the null normal vecto
( l ,l 8) @19#. This suggests that it should beO(vv8). Simi-
larly t̂1tC 8 ~72! measures transverse derivatives of the re
tive normalization of the null normals, suggesting simil
behavior. Then

t̂5O~vv8! ~93!

t̂85O~vv8!. ~94!

In terms of the physical spin-coefficients, this yields

s5O~uv! ~95!

s85O~uv8! ~96!
5-7
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t5O„~vv8!2
… ~97!

t85O„~vv8!2
…. ~98!

The practical test of these geometrically motivated con
tions is whether they describe a class of space-times
desired physical properties, as considered in the next sec

Summarizing this section: leading-order behavior of
conformal weighted spin-coefficients has been proposed
cording to the geometrical nature ofI as a smoothly embed
ded metric light cone with respect to the conformal metr
This directly determines the leading-order behavior of
physical weighted spin-coefficients (k,s,r,t,t8,r8,s8,k8).
One might translate the conditions back to differentiabil
conditions on the metric, which would be stricter than pre
ous suggestions@12–14#, but such metric-level requiremen
are not particularly illuminating.

Since the asymptotic regularity conditions necessarily
low angular dependence at spatial infinity, it may sometim
be useful to expandi 0 from a point to a sphere, defined b
v→0, v8→0 and parametrized by (u,f). This is in con-
trast to previous descriptions ofi 0 as a hyperboloid
@11,12,14#, depending also on the boost direction, or as
cylinder @15#. Here there is no detailed dependence on
boost directionv/v8; to use Geroch’s terminology of uni
versal versus physical structure@11#, the boost dependence
i 0 is treated universally here, described using (v,v8) in the
given gauge, while the physical dependence ati 0 is purely
angular, encoded in the next section in functio
(x1 ,r1 ,r18 ,s1 ,s18) which are regular atI, defined as above
Eq. ~92!, to allow only angular dependence ati 0. This seems
to reflect the intuitive nature of spatial infinity as a lar
time-independent sphere.

VI. ENERGY

It is widely agreed that the most physically importa
discovery in space-time asymptotics is the Bondi-Sa
energy-loss equation@1–3#, whereby the total mass-energ
EBS decreases atI1 according to @5,9,19# A2D8EBS

52r *̃ uN8u2/4p, where the integral is over a sphere atI1,
*̃ 1 denotes the area form of a unit sphere and the com
function N8 corresponds to what Bondi dubbed the news.
more physical terminology,uN8u2 is the conformal energy
flux of the gravitational radiation, meaning that the physi
energy flux isuN8u2/r 2 nearI1, the above integral giving the
integrated energy flux through a sphere nearI1. Now the
news is N85s8/u @19#, as will be verified below. The
asymptotic regularity condition~96! then implies N8
5O(v8), so that it is not only finite atI1, but decays nea
i 0. Transforming the Bondi-Sachs energy-loss equation
use the conformal null derivative~57! yields D̂8EBS
5D8EBS/v825O(1). Thus the gravitational radiation de
cays near spatial infinity in such a way that the total ene
flux, integrated over time, is finite. Moreover, the prescrib
falloff of s8 is the weakest that would achieve this resu
This property has been presented first because it follow
simply from the regularity conditions, thereby verifying th
10401
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the asymptotic behavior of the shears, proposed on geom
cal grounds, is exactly right on physical grounds.

It is also independent even of the existence of the to
energy, for which one needs to expand some sp
coefficients further, specifically

x21;x1u ~99!

2A2r/u21;r1u ~100!

A2r8/u21;r18u ~101!

where (x1 ,r1 ,r18) are regular atI. Here the proposal is tha
u is the natural expansion parameter near both spatial
null infinity, even though leading-order behavior may depe
on (v,v8) independently

To study energy nearI, a useful quantity is the Hawking
quasilocal mass-energy@16#, which can be written as@19#

E5
A1/2

~4p!3/2 R *
K1rr8

xx̄
~102!

where the integral is over a transverse surface, *1 den
the area form of a transverse surface,

A5 R *1 ~103!

is the area of a transverse surface and~4.14.20!

K5ss82rr82C21F111P ~104!

is the complex curvature, satisfying a complex generalizat
of the Gauss-Bonnet theorem~4.14.42–43!:

R *
K

xx̄
5 R *

K̄

xx̄
52p~12g! ~105!

whereg is the genus of the transverse surface, vanishing
this context. For the Schwarzschild space-time considere
Sec. II, one findsx5(122M /r )1/2 ~phase irrelevant!, r
52Dr /r 52(122M /r )/A2r , r852D8r /r 5(122M /r )/
A2r , K51/2r 2 and thereforeE5M .

The Bondi-Sachs energy@1–3# at I1 can be expressed a
@4,5,9,19#

EBS5 lim
v→0

A1/2

~4p!3/2 R *
ss82C2

xx̄
. ~106!

In vacuum or with suitable falloff of the matter termsF11
andP, Eq. ~104! shows that it can be written as the limit o
the Hawking energy:

EBS5 lim
u→0

E. ~107!

Since

*1; *̃ 1/u2 ~108!
5-8
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A;4p/u2 ~109!

it is straightforward to see from the expansions~99!–~101!
that it is finite, given specifically by

EBS5
1

8p R *̃ ~x11x̄12r12r18!. ~110!

Again one may check the Schwarzschild case:x152M ,
r15r18522M , yielding EBS5M . Note that generallythe
limit of EBS at spatial infinity exists uniquelyand is given by
the same formula~107!. This follows from the definition of
functions regular atI ~92!. Any such transverse surface in
tegral of functions regular atI has a unique limit at spatia
infinity.

On the other hand, the ADM energy@10# at spatial infinity
can be expressed as@11–14,20#

EADM52 lim
v→0

lim
v8→0

A1/2

~4p!3/2 R *
RC2

xx̄
~111!

where, in the original treatment, it was unclear whether
limit depended on the boost directionv/v8, i.e. on the
choice of spatial hypersurface. As above, this can be wri

EADM5 lim
v→0

lim
v8→0

A1/2

~4p!3/2 R *
K1rr82R~ss8!

xx̄
~112!

which is similar to the expression~107! for the Bondi-Sachs
energy, but apparently differs by the termR(ss8) in the
shears. The discrepancy in the two energies is found from
asymptotic regularity conditions~95!,~96! to beO(v1v8).
This discrepancy is generally non-zero at null infinity (v
50 or v850), so that the ADM energy, if extended to nu
infinity by the same formula, would generally not agree w
the Bondi-Sachs energy. However, the discrepancy vani
at spatial infinity (v5v850) from any direction. Thusthe
ADM energy is the limit of the Bondi-Sachs energy at spa
infinity in this context, and also the limit of the Hawkin
energy from any spatial or null direction:

EADM5 lim
v→0

lim
v8→0

E5 lim
v1v8→0

EBS. ~113!

This provides a remarkably simple resolution of the lon
standing questions over the relation of the Bondi-Sachs
ADM energies, and the uniqueness of the latter. In the c
rent framework, one may simply use the Bondi-Sachs ene
on the entire asymptotic light coneI. The resolution explic-
itly rests on the additional structure at spatial infinity pr
vided by the advanced and retarded conformal fac
(v,v8).

Returning to the energy flux of gravitational radiation: t
propagation equations for the Hawking energy can be fo
from the compacted spin-coefficient equations~4.12.32!, us-
ing þ*1 52*2r andþ8*1 52*2r8, as@19#
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þE5
A1/2

~4p!3/2F R * r
K1rr82t8t̄81Zt82F1123P

xx̄

1 R * r8
ss̄1F00

xx̄
2

1

A R * r R *
K1rr8

xx̄
G ~114!

þ8E5
A1/2

~4p!3/2F R * r8
K1rr82tt̄1Z8t2F1123P

xx̄

1 R * r
s8s̄81F22

xx̄
2

1

A R * r8 R *
K1rr8

xx̄
G .

~115!

Rewriting these equations using the conformal spin-weigh
derivatives (þ̂,Zv,Zv8,þ̂8), assuming either vacuum or suitab
falloff of the matter fields, and using the asymptotic regul
ity conditions and expansions~95!–~101!, it can be shown
that (D̂E,D̂8E) areO(1), asexpected on physical grounds
The general argument is nontrivial, subtly confirming t
asymptotic regularity conditions, and uses the fact thatu is
constant on the transverse surfaces to cancel terms iK
1rr8, and r* Z8t50 ~4.14.69!. Fortunately the cases o
most interest are (D̂E,D̂8E) at (I2,I1) respectively, where
it is easier to see that most of the terms disappear, in
vacuum case leaving just

A2D̂E5
1

4p R *̃ us1u2 at I2 ~v850! ~116!

A2D̂8E52
1

4p R *̃ us18u
2 at I1 ~v50! ~117!

where

s15s/uv ~118!

s185s8/uv8 ~119!

are the leading-order terms in the shears~95!–~96!, regular at
I. In terms of the retarded and advanced news functions

N5s/u ~120!

N85s8/u ~121!

this implies

A2DEBS5
1

4p R *̃ uNu2 at I2 ~122!

A2D8EBS52
1

4p R *̃ uN8u2 at I1. ~123!

The second equation is the usual Bondi-Sachs energy-
equation, showing that the outgoing gravitational radiat
carries energy away from the system. The first equation s
5-9
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larly shows that ingoing gravitational radiation supplies e
ergy to the system. The new energy propagation equat
~116!, ~117! improve on these equations by applying also
the limit at i 0. Thus the change in energy fromi 0 to a section
of I6 is finite, as mentioned above. Physically this mea
that the ingoing and outgoing gravitational radiation deca
near spatial infinity such that its total energy is finite. This
property, assumed in addition to the Ashtekar-Hansen de
tion of asymptotic flatness@12#, is known to imply the coin-
cidence of Bondi-Sachs and ADM energies at spatial infin
@13#, but here the property has been derived from the n
definition of asymptotic flatness.

It is straightforward to generalize to an asympto
energy-momentum vector

P5 lim
u→0

A1/2

~4p!3/2 R * ,
ss82C2

xx̄
~124!

where the vector, in Cartesian coordinates is~1.4.11!

,5~ t,x,y,z!5S 1,
z1 z̄

zz̄11
,
i ~ z̄2z!

zz̄11
,
zz̄21

zz̄11
D . ~125!

Then P coincides with the Bondi-Sachs energy-moment
@2,3# at null infinity and with the ADM energy-momentum
@10# at spatial infinity. The corresponding energy-moment
propagation equations are

A2D̂P5
1

4p R *̃ ,us1u2 at I2 ~v850! ~126!

A2D̂8P52
1

4p R *̃ ,us18u
2 at I1 ~v50! ~127!

cf. @9#.
Finally, it should be noted that, while the gravitation

radiation at (I2,I1) is respectively encoded as above
complex functions (s1 ,s18) or (N,N8), a more tensorial for-
mulation would encode such shear terms in transverse tr
less tensors, exactly as in the conventional treatment of
earized gravitational radiation.
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VII. CONCLUSION

A new framework for space-time asymptotics has be
proposed and developed, refining Penrose’s confor
framework by introducing advanced and retarded conform
factors. This allows a relatively simple definition o
asymptotic flatness at both spatial and null infinity. It h
been shown how to fix the light cone at infinity so that it
locally a metric light cone. Assuming smooth embedding
the light cone, asymptotic regularity conditions have be
proposed and asymptotic expansions developed. These
ditions ensure that the Bondi-Sachs energy-momentum i
nite and tends uniquely to the uniquely rendered AD
energy-momentum at spatial infinity, that the ingoing a
outgoing gravitational radiation has the expected two mo
as encoded in gravitational news functions, and that
energy-flux integrals decay at spatial infinity such that
total energy of the gravitational radiation is finite. The mo
basic physical properties of isolated gravitational syste
have thereby been included.

Mathematically the new structure proposed for infinity
unprecedentedly rigid, allowing physical fields to have ve
simple behavior at spatial infinity. Currently there are
indications that this is too simple to be physically realist
though open issues remain. The asymptotic symmetry gr
presumably simplifies accordingly.

The framework, implemented in the spin-coefficient
null-tetrad formalism, is quite practical, allowing explic
calculations as for null infinity alone. While this article ha
presented only a leading-order analysis, asymptotic exp
sions can now be developed to higher orders. This wo
presumably allow insights into angular momentum and m
tipole moments of the gravitational field. A related issue
the asymptotic behavior of the conformal curvature near s
tial infinity. It may even be possible to address the lon
standing question of finding a conformal form of the Einste
equations which is regular at both null and spatial infini
In any case, it is to be hoped that the refined conform
picture will stimulate a renewal of interest in space-tim
asymptotics.
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